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'Critically Engaged'
Postmodernism

Contrast 

Critically Engaged

Arises out of critique
of Enlightenment

ideals

collapse of hierarchies,
suspicion of progress

challenge to rules
& conventions

unmooring from grid -
associative logic - arresting

eye, pulling attention

politics of typography

Wolfgang Weingart

experiments with typographic
relationships - size, width, slant (early 70's)

experiments with
letter spacing /

stretching

critique of Swiss
modernist

typographic
principles

fusion of typography,
graphics, photographs
with no clear order of

priority

An implied critique of design's
norms, values and limitations

DECONSTRUCTION IS A MODE OF
QUESTIONING through and about the
technologies, formal devices, social

institutions, and founding metaphors of
representation (Lupton & Miller)

CRITICAL
FORM MAKING

Like Marxism, feminism, semiotics, and
anthropology, focuses not on the
themes and imagery of its objects

but rather on the linguistic and
institutional systems that frame

the production of texts.

How does
representation inhabit

reality?
Derrida: Binaries with

unequal value

Truth/Falsity

But the devalued concept lives
inside the valued one

Writing invades speech

Culture invades nature
(constructs "natural" categories)

Not Just a Relativism of Personal
Interpretation or a romantic

theory of self expression

The concept of 'self' is
problematised

The self is structured
by external signs

invention and revolution
come from tactical

aggressions against a grid of
possibilities

Attempt to expose
tensions/contradictions

draw impurities
to the surface

even phonetic writing is full of graphemes -
forms of spacing - marks such as hyphens -

punctuation - emphasis

Spacing and punctuation, borders and frames: these are
the territory of graphic design and typography, those

marginal arts which articulate the conditions that make
texts and images readable. The substance of typography

lies not in the alphabet per se--the generic forms of
characters and their conventionalized uses--but rather

in the visual framework and specific graphic forms
which materialize the system of writing.

Thoughts take shape
out of the material body

of langauge

Original/Copy
Mind/Body

Nature/Culture

Speech/Writing

Question: Do we recognise these
categories as oppositions anymore?

Is this symptomatic of a
postmodern zeitgeist>?

Post Structuralism is
"Left leaning"

see previous maps for
serif/sans serif relationship to

modernism

Emphasis upon
hybridity and exposing the 

construction of
categories

Charles Jencks -
hybrid, double coded,
based on fundamental

dualities

Robert Venturi -
"messy vitality over

obvious unity - multilayered"

RICK POYNOR 

Influence of
surrealism / runic

fonts

Conceptual Type

How type can
embody an ideoloy?

PETER SAVILLE -
Subtractive/minimal

version of postmodern
concerns

Single Photographic Image with
Interpretative Context

Neo-Classical
Quotation

Rune-like font

Unusual combination
for rock music

Memphis Design
Group (early 80's)

memphis designs are assemblages,
agglomerates … deposits of

decorations that overlap, intersect,
add up and flow together

oriented towards a sensory concentration
based on instability, provisional

representation or provosional states and
of events and signs that fade, blur, fog up

and are consumed

Bricolage

A 'Period' Style (1980's-1990's)

fragmentation, impurity of form,
indeterminism, intertextuality,
pluralism, eclecticism, ironic

return to vernacular

unmoored page associative space

tempestuous electronic
space boiling over with

logos, images, word
fragments

"Desconstructive
Graphic Design"

Grunge Graphic Design

Depoliticised -
distressed and layered

Favours complexity
over simplicity

Contemporary Zeitgeist


